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Energy Efficiency Versus Green Buildings
Conventional
Buildings

Energy Efficiency
Effective only during
Building’s operation

Green Building
Effective throughout the Building’s life-cycle

 U-Values, R-
Values &
everything in
this mode of
construction
that can be bad
for environment
(construction).

 Buildings are
expensive for
the owners to
operate

 Passive designing
 Improved R-values
 Improved U-values
 Upgrading of lights
 Upgrading of heating
 Upgrading of cooling
 Improved domestic hot

water systems
 Efficient lifts
 Introduction of

Renewable energy
Technology

 Management
 Site sustainability
 Indoor environmental quality
 Quality of Services
 Outdoor environment
 Energy
 Materials & Sourcing of Materials
 Off-site environment
 Transport
 Water
 Land use
 Emissions/pollution
 Innovation
 Health & well-being.
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Cross-country overview of nZEB definition in EU28 and Norway conducted by BPIE (Buildings Performance Institute of Europe).

nZEB definition for new
buildings

nZEB definition for existing
buildings

Maximum Primary Energy
(kWh/m2y)

Maximum Primary Energy
(kWh/m2y)

Definition Status
Residential
Buildings

Non-
residential
Buildings

Residential
Buildings

Non-
residential
Buildings

Austria ✓ 160 170 200 250
Belgium-
Brussels ✓ 45 90 54 108
Belgium-
Flanders ✓ 30% PE 40% PE - -
Belgium-
Waflonia Under development - - - -

Bulgaria Still to be approved 30-50 40-60 30-50 40-60
Croatia ✓ 33-41 - - -
Cyprus ✓ 100 125 100 125
Czech Republic ✓ - - - -
Denmark ✓ 20 25 20 25
Estonia ✓ 50-100 90-270 - -
Finland Under development - - - -

France

Definition of
Positive Energy
Buildings under
development 40-65 70-110 80 60% PE

Germany Under development 40% PE - 55% PE -
Greece Under development - - - -

nZEB definition for new
buildings

nZEB definition for existing
buildings

Maximum Primary Energy
(kWh/m2y)

Maximum Primary Energy
(kWh/m2y)

Definition Status
Residential
Buildings

Non-
residential
Buildings

Residential
Buildings

Non-
residential
Buildings

Hungary Under development 50-72 60-115 - -
Ireland ✓ 45 60% PE - -

Italy
Still to be approved
(under publication) - - - -

Latvia ✓ 90 95 95 95
Lithuania ✓ - - - -
Luxemburg ✓ Details to be fixed - - - -

Malta Under development 40 60 - -
Netherlands ✓ - - - -

Norway Under development - - - -
Poland Under development 60-75 45-70 - -

Portugal Under development - - - -
Romania ✓ 93-217 50-192 - -
Slovakia ✓ 32-54 34-96 - -
Slovenia Still to be approved 42-50 70 70-90 100
Spain Under development - - - -
Sweden Under development 30-75 30-105 - -

UK (England) ✓ Details to be fixed 44 - - -



Common Principles for NZEB definition
(BPIE)

Providing a starting
point for a nZEB
definition by analysing
existing concepts and
initiatives.

Lining out main
challenges and
potential solutions for a
nZEB definition.

Compiling a possible
set of principles for
nZEBs.

Applying such
principles on reference
buildings and assess
related effects.

Depicting related
technological, financial
and policy implications
at EU level, and

Giving an outlook on
necessary further steps
towards a successful
implementation of
nZEBs.



Armenia
Baseline
Situation
Assessment

In order to define realistic nZEB targets for Armenia, an analysis has been
completed comparing the average energy performance of an existing
building (baseline case) with new buildings. The regulation is applied during
new construction, as well as during capital renovation and reconstruction of
residential and public buildings.

For the sake of this analysis, the analysis is performed for a building which is
either built new in full compliance with current construction norms and class
‘C+/-‘ (Building Thermal Protection Code, 2014) or capital-renovated to
become compliant with it from a current condition of significant non-
compliance with the norms (class ‘E’ or worse), which applies to most
existing buildings.

With the application of the national standard methodology (RA standard on
“Energy efficiency. Building energy passport” including calculation
methodology, developed and registered (AST 362-2013)) the energy
performance of the building was calculated.

Code compliant building is a building that the specific energy consumption of
the building is within the proximity of class C of the norm (specific thermal
energy consumption for heating and ventilation per cubic meter of heated /
ventilated space during heating season of 0.36kWh/m3). 'And the nZEB is
benchmarked at class ‘A’ or ‘B+’ of the norm, with 40-50% better
performance than the minimum energy performance requirements.



Armenia
Baseline and
Proposed
nZEB Targets

In Armenia Class ‘A’ corresponds to nearly 30kWh/m2.year of
final, and nearly 45kWh/m2.year primary energy consumption.
This level of ambition is comparable to the nZEB definitions of
the EU Member States. For public buildings the target is usually
20-30% higher.

Hence, it was concluded that class ‘A’ for residential and ‘B+’ for
public buildings is a level of ambition comparable to nZEB
targets of the EU Member States, and picked as the long-term
target for the national nZEB benchmark for the purposes of the
present analysis.

For residential building case, the multi-apartment building retrofitted and assessed
by the UNDP Improving Energy Efficiency in Buildings project. As for public building –
the United Nation’s building in Yerevan, audited and assessed by Energy Saving
Foundation were used, as well as consulted with the baseline assessments of the
Yerevan – Building Energy Efficiency Project. The choice of buildings was based on the
existence of the energy passport and certificate prepared with the used of the same
calculation methodology.  Either new constructed or retrofitted building, when it
becomes compliant with the class ‘A’ of the Code requirements, serves as the Target
Case.



The Base Case

For the purpose of this analysis the Primary Energy Factors that were
used for electricity and thermal energy are 1.5 and 1.05 respectively.

Specific heat/cooling load: The assumption specific energy consumption (SEC) of 75 W/m2 in terms of thermal
load is considered to reflect an average new buildings. Subsequently the total cooling load is computed,
assuming that is equal to the 80% of the thermal load.
External surfaces: The building shell for the baseline case is constructed by concrete and walls and roof
insulation are included so as to comply with the current normative.
Openings: double glazed PVC
Shading devices: absent
Heating system: conventional boiler with 85% efficiency (FLH: 1300 hours/year)
Cooling system: centralised system with Coefficient of Performance equal to 3.5 (FLH: 1500 hours/year) and VRV
at the administration areas. These systems will not be equipped with heat recovery system.
Ventilation: VAM in the administration areas
Lighting: Conventional fluorescent lamps and specific installed capacity of 25 W/m2.
RES: no utilisation of solar energy
Automation: no building management system (BMS)



Specific Energy Consumption Structure of a
Conventional Building – Baseline Case

Areas
Area
(m2)

Heating
(kWh)

Electricity
(kWh)

SEC-Boiler
Consumpti
on (kWh/
m2/y)

SEC
Electricity -

Cooling
(kWh/ m2)

SEC
Electricity-

Lighting
(kWh/ m2)

Final SEC
(kWh/
m2/y)

Primary
SEC
(kWh/
m2/y)

Administrative 3,980 456,529 102,393 115 26 50

171 251

Recreation 3,230 370,500 83,107 115 26 50
Studios, Lab,
Services 2,440 279,882 62,793 115 26 50

Sports 1,200 137,647 30,907 115 26 50
Food Court 540 61,941 13,936 115 26 50
Meeting/
Conference
Facilities

340 39,000 8,793 115 26 50

Parking 2,440 279,882 62,793 115 26 50



Residential Building Individual Energy Performance
Indicators for Baseline, Code-Compliant and NZEB Scenarios

Building Energy Performance Element Measurement
Unit

Baseline Min Code-
Compliant

C+/-

nZEB

(Class A)

Thermal Resistance (TR) of External walls (m2·°C)/W 0.50 2.39 2.46
Stairwell & Elevator Shaft Walls TR (m2·°C)/W 0.50 0.50 2.46
Windows and Balcony Doors TR (m2·°C)/W 0.44 0.44 0.63
Entrance Doors / Gates TR (m2·°C)/W 0.35 0.38 0.63
Covers TR (m2·°C)/W 0.56 0.56 3.53
Technical Basement or Unheated Basement Covers TR (m2·°C)/W 0.71 0.71 3.23
Total Building Heat Transfer Coefficient (m2·°C)/W 1.89 0.80 0.45

Specific Thermal Protection Indicator (building-level) W/(m3·оС) 0.5 0.36 0.20
Energy Management Efficiency 0.50 0.50 0.70
Specific calculated thermal energy for heating and ventilation
during heating season

W/(m3·оС) 0.93 0.32 0.16

Specific energy consumption (SEC) during heating season for
heating and ventilation

kWh/(m3·year) 59 25 10
kWh/(m2·year) 178 74 30.78

Building Energy Performance Class E C- A



Public Building Individual Energy Performance Indicators
for Baseline, Code-Compliant and NZEB Scenarios

Building Energy Performance Element Measurement
Unit

Code-
Compliant

NZEB

(Class B+)

Thermal Resistance (TR) of External walls (m2·°C)/W 1.36 2.45
Stairwell & Elevator Shaft Walls TR (m2·°C)/W 0.48 0.48
Windows and Balcony Doors TR (m2·°C)/W 0.39 0.63
Entrance Doors / Gates TR (m2·°C)/W 0.48 0.48
Covers TR (m2·°C)/W 1.49 3.23
Technical Basement or Unheated Basement Covers TR (m2·°C)/W 5.53 5.53
Total Building Heat Transfer Coefficient (m2·°C)/W 0.80 0.45
Specific Thermal Protection Indicator (building-level) W/(m3·оС) 0.34 0.19
Energy Management Efficiency 0.50 0.50
Specific calculated thermal energy for heating and ventilation during heating season W/(m3·оС) 0.35 0.21
Specific energy consumption during heating season for heating and ventilation kWh/(m3·year) 22.03 13.19

kWh/(m2·year) 71.48 42.82
Building Energy Performance Class C- B+



Gross nZEB Building Energy Use
Unit Residential

(class A)

Public

(class B+)
Specific Consumption of heat energy for heating & ventilation
purposes during heating season (SHC H&V)

kWh/m2/year 30.78 42.82

Specific Consumption of electrical energy for lighting, cooking and
appliances (SEC LCA)

kWh/m2/year 27.50 44.50

Lighting kWh/m2/year 6.0 13.00
Cooking kWh/m2/year 12.5 13.0

Appliances kWh/m2/year 9.0 18.5
Specific Consumption of electrical energy for domestic hot water (SEC
HW)

kWh/m2/year 19.00 9.00

Specific Energy Consumption (SEC) kWh/m2/year 77.28 96.32



Indicative Marginal Cost of Compliance per
Building (Euro)

Residential

(class A)

Public

(class B+)

Incremental Cost of Thermal Efficiency 170,000 150,000
Incremental Cost of RES Offsets for Building Thermal
Load Compensation

128,500 164,300

Total 298,500 314,300



Proposed next steps to introducing nZEB for
public and residential buildings

Step 1. 2020-25
• Establishment of the NZEB

requirement at Grade A Specific
energy Consumption level for
heating and ventilation:

• ~30-31kWh/m2/year - residential
• ~42-43 kWh/m2/year -Public

2020–2025

Step 2.  2025-30
• Offsetting Heating and Ventilation SEC

with Renewables up to 50%
• PV: ~10kW/m2 solar PV - residential,

~15kW/m2-public
• SWH ~1 kW/m2

2025–2030

Step 3. 2030-35
• Offsetting Heating and Ventilation

SEC with Renewables up to 100%
• ~20kW/m2 solar PV -residential
• ~30kW/m2 - public
• ~1-2 kW/m2 SWH

2030–2035

Step 4. 2035-40
• Offsetting All Specific Energy

Consumption (HVAC, lighting,
cooking, appliances, etc.) with
Renewables up to 60%

2035–2040

Step 5. 2040-45
• Offsetting All Specific Energy

Consumption (HVAC, lighting,
cooking, appliances, etc.) with
Renewables up to 80%

2040–2045



Building Eco-
Labeling

International Best Practices and Paths to
be Considered for Armenia



Country experience with Eco-labelling
schemes

• According to standard prEN 15978:2011 the assessment of the
environmental performance of a building is based in 4 types of
environmental indicators:

• Environmental impacts: global warming, ozone depletion, acidification and
eutrophication potential, resource depletion, etc.,

• Resource use: renewable and non-renewable energy, fuels, raw materials
• Additional environmental interactions: hazardous and non-hazardous waste,

radioacve materials
• Output flows: materials for recovery, recycling, reuse, export.

The EU PREN 15643 for Sustainability of Construction Works - Assessment of Buildings
offers the respective parts that govern the environmental (prEN 15978), social (prEN
15643-3), economic (prEN 15643-4), to serve toward “the Future We Want” and the

sustainable development goals.



WIDE VARIATION GLOBALLY!



HOLISTIC VS SPECIFIC

ENVIRONMENTAL CERTIFICATION SYSTEMS
WHOLE BUILDING CONCEPT-ALL ASPECTS
QUANTIFY BUILDING’s TOTAL ENVIRONMENTAL FOOTPRINT: MATERIALS, WASTE, TRANSPORT, ENERGY etc…..

• INDIAN IGBC system: Bias towards fresh water situations
• CASBEE: Requirements and measures to minimize damage

during earthquakes
ENERGY CERTIFICATION SYSTEMS

Single issue systems



DIFFERENCES

Despite the fact that all Certification
systems look at energy, water, location
etc. the wider economic affects are
considered only by DGNB (German
System),  HQE (FRENCH system).

Certification is also available now for
specific issues and in the UK for
example buildings need to have Energy
Performance Certification.



INTERNATIONAL
BEST PRACTICES

• Widely used international building certification
schemes

• (BREEAM UK,LEED, DGNB, HQE, TURKISH-
CEDBİK system)

• HOW THE SYSTEM IS ADMINISTRATED?
• HOW PRODUCTS ARE INVOLVED?
• WHAT IS EU’s approach?
• WHAT IS NEXT?



Selected Eco-Labelling Schemes
ECO-LABELING TOOL COUNTRY OF ORIGIN LAUNCH

DATE

NUMBER OF CERTIFIED

PROJECTS (2011)

1. BREEAM: Building Research Establishment
Environmental Assessment Methodology

United Kingdom 1990 250,000

2. LEED: Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design United States 1998 116,000

3 Green Star Australia 2002 19,000
4. DGNB: Deutsches Gutesiegelnachhaltiges Bauen

(German Certification for Sustainable Construction)
Germany 2009 1,600

5. CASBEE: Comprehensive Assessment System for Built
Environment Efficiency

Japan 2002 500

6. Building and Construction Authority (BCA) Green Mark Singapore 2004 1,500



. Criteria considered in selected green (eco-labelling) building
rating and certification schemes (Source: Dirlich, S., 2011)



Building Research Establishment
Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM)

Certification
• Third-party certification distinguishes products and services from

their competitors, and gives customers confidence about their
performance.

• Certification is independent confirmation by an expert third party
that a product, system or service meets, and continues to meet,
appropriate standards.

• Certification gives you confidence that products and services will
perform as expected - through a combination of regular company
audits and a schedule of ongoing auditing. It benefits both suppliers
and purchasers.



WHAT İS BREEAM?

• Environmental Assessment Method

• Certification scheme

• Voluntary

• Independent & credible

• Holistic

• Customer focused

• Issue based



Building Research Establishment Environmental
Assessment Methodology (BREEAM)
The aims of BREEAM are to:
• Mitigate the life cycle impacts of

buildings on the environment;
• Enable buildings to be recognized

according to their environmental
benefits;

• Provide a credible, environmental
label for buildings; and

• Stimulate demand for sustainable
buildings.

The 9 parameters:

 Energy

 Land use and ecology

 Water

 Health and well-being

 Pollution

 Transport

 Materials

 Waste

 Management



BREEAM

The following BREEAM versions are presently in operation:
• BREEAM New Construction: This BREEAM version is the standard against which the sustainability of new,

non-residential buildings in the different countries and regions where the scheme is applied is assessed.
Developers and their project teams use the scheme at key stages in the design and procurement process to
measure, evaluate, improve, and reflect the performance of their buildings.

• BREEAM International New Construction: This is the BREEAM standard for assessing the sustainability of
new residential and non-residential buildings in countries around the world, except for the UK and other
countries with a national BREEAM scheme. This scheme makes use of assessment criteria that take into
account the circumstances, priorities, codes, and standards of the country or region in which the
development is located.

• BREEAM In-Use: This version of the scheme is applied to help building managers, investors, owners, and
occupiers reduce the running costs and improve the environmental performance of existing buildings. It has
three parts – Parts 1 (building asset) and 2 (building management) are relevant to all non-domestic,
commercial, industrial, retail, and institutional buildings. Part 3 (occupier management) is currently
restricted to offices. BREEAM In-Use  consists of a standard, user-friendly assessment methodology and an
independent certification process that provides a map to improving sustainability credentials of existing
buildings.

• BREEAM Refurbishment: This version provides a design and assessment method for sustainable housing
refurbishment projects. [A scheme for non-housing refurbishment projects is being developed and is
targeted for launch in early 2014.]

• BREEAM Communities: This version focuses on the master-planning of whole communities.
• BREEAM National Scheme Operators: Several countries in Europe have developed country-specific BREEAM

schemes operated by National Scheme Operators (NSOs).



BREEAM National Scheme Operators:
• Several countries in Europe have developed country-

specific BREEAM schemes operated by National Scheme
Operators (NSOs). There are currently BREEAM-affiliated
NSOs in:

• United Kingdom – BRE Global operates BREEAM in the UK
• The Netherlands – the Dutch Green Building Council operates

BREEAM NL
• Spain – the Instituto Tecnológico de Galicia operates BREEAM ES
• Norway – the Norwegian Green Building Council operates

BREEAM NOR
• Sweden – the Swedish Green Building Council operates BREEAM

SE
• Germany – the German Institute for Sustainable Real Estate

(DIFNI) is operating BREEAM DE
• Austria – DIFNI is operating BREEAM AT
• Switzerland – DIFNI is adapting BREEAM CH
• Luxembourg – DIFNI is adapting BREEAM LU

Categories Points

1. Management 15

2. Energy 25

3. Health 15

4. Water 5

5. Materials 10

6. Land Use 15

7. Pollution 15

TOTAL 100

BREEAM multi-residential and eco-homes
environmental assessment parameters



Leadership in
Energy and

Environmental
Design (LEED) • LEED certification provides independent, third-party verification

that a building, home, or community was designed and built
using strategies aimed at achieving high performance in specified
GB parameters such as: Sustainable Site Development, Water
Savings, Energy Efficiency, Materials Selection, Health and Well-
being, and Indoor Environmental Quality. LEED works throughout
the building lifecycle – design and construction, operations and
maintenance, tenant fit-out, and significant retrofit.  Building
projects satisfy prerequisites and earn points to achieve different
levels of certification. Prerequisites and credits differ for each
rating system, and teams choose the best fit for the project.



LEED
versions in
operation

• LEED for New Construction & Major Renovations:  This is a rating system that can be applied to commercial, institutional and residential
buildings of four or more stories. The rating system has been applied to office buildings, manufacturing plants, hotels, laboratories and
many other building types.

• LEED for Core & Shell:  This version of LEED can be applied to speculative developments and core and shell buildings. Core and shell
construction covers base building elements, such as the structure, envelope and building-level systems, like central heating and air
conditioning.

• LEED for Schools:  This program recognizes the unique nature of the design and construction of schools and, in addition to the
environmental and health goals targeted by all LEED rating systems, LEED for Schools also addresses issues such as classroom acoustics,
master planning, mold prevention and environmental site assessment. Launched in 2007.

• LEED for Retail:  This version is designed to provide certification paths for ground-up retail construction and recognizes the unique
nature of the new construction retail environment, addressing the different types of spaces that retailers need for their distinctive
product lines.

• LEED for Healthcare: LEED for Healthcare addresses design and construction activities for both new buildings and major renovations of
existing buildings.

• LEED for Commercial Interiors: This version addresses the specifics of tenant spaces, primarily in office and institutional buildings, and is
designed for tenants who lease their space or do not occupy the entire building and wish to certify their space as a LEED green interior.

• LEED for Existing Buildings/Operations & Maintenance.  This version identifies and rewards current best practices and provides an
outline for buildings to use less energy, water and natural resources; improve the indoor environment; and uncover operating
inefficiencies. The goal of the rating system is to institutionalize a process of reporting, inspection and review over the l ifespan of a
building.

• LEED for Homes: This is a green home certification system that provides guidance and verification that homes are designed and built to
be energy- and resource-efficient and healthy for occupants. LEED can be applied to single and multifamily homes and is intended for
both market-rate and affordable housing.

• LEED for Neighborhood Development: This rating system promotes smart location and design of neighborhoods that reduce vehicle
miles traveled, and communities where jobs and services are accessible by foot or public transit. LEED for Neighborhood Development
facilitates more-efficient energy and water use.



Points and Levels of Certification:

• Certified: 40–49 points
• Silver: 50–59 points
• Gold: 60–79 points
• Platinum: 80+ points

Categories Points
1. Sustainable sites 26
2. Energy and atmosphere 35
3. Regional priorities 4
4. Water efficiency 10
5. Materials and resources 14
6. Indoor environmental quality 15
7. Innovation and design 6

TOTAL 110

LEED-Homes environmental assessment parameters



Deutsches Gutesiegelnachhaltiges
Bauen (DGNB)

• The DGNB was developed in Germany
in 2009, and has become popular in
several European countries and China.
Like LEED and BREEAM, the DGNB
assesses environmental performance
of buildings; the distinctive feature of
the system is that it also is focused on
economic and social sustainability
through certification of up to 50
sustainability criteria related to
ecology, economy, socio-cultural
aspects, technology, process work
flows, and sites. The system is based
on voluntarily outperforming the
concepts that are common or usual
today.

Categories Points
1. Ecological quality 22.5
2. Economical

quality
22.5

3. Social quality 22.5
4. Technical quality 22.5
5. Process quality 10.0

TOTAL 100



Green Star

• Green Star is a comprehensive, voluntary
environmental rating system that evaluates
the environmental design and construction
of buildings and communities.  It was
established in Australia in 2002 and has
certified more than 19,000 projects –
including apartment buildings, schools,
university buildings, hospitals, offices,
shopping centers and industrial facilities --
in Australia and New Zealand.

S/N Categories Points
1. Management 8
2. Indoor Environmental

Quality
12

3. Energy 26
4. Transportation 14
5. Water 14
6. Materials 12
7. Land Use and Ecology 11
8. Emissions 5
9. Innovation 8

TOTAL 110



Comprehensive Assessment
System for Built Environment
Efficiency (CASBEE)

Comprehensive Assessment System for Built Environment Efficiency
is the Japanese green buildings rating scheme. CASBEE is hosted by
the Japan Green Building Council and was launched in 2002. CASBEE
is one of the leading Asian green building certification schemes, with
more than 500 buildings certified as of 2011.

CASBEE was developed with the following principles in mind:

• The systems should award high assessments to superior
buildings, thereby enhancing incentives to designers and others.

• The assessment system should be as simple as possible.

• The system should be applicable to buildings in a wide range of
building types.

• The system should take into consideration issues and problems
peculiar to Japan and Asia.

S/N Categories Points

1. Indoor Environmental Quality 20

2. Quality of Service 14

3. Outdoor Environment On-site 14

4. Energy 26

5. Resources and Materials 22

6. Offsite Environment 14

TOTAL 110



Building and Construction
Authority BCA Green Mark

• Green Mark is the green building
rating scheme established by
Singapore’s BCA in 2004.

• The BCA Green Mark system for
residential buildings and landed
houses (low rise residential
buildings) has five environmental
assessment parameters,

S/N Categories Points
1. Indoor environmental

quality
10

2. Environmental protection 20
3. Energy efficiency 74
4. Water 8
5. Other green features 8

TOTAL 110



FINDINGS by
COMPARISION

• In all building certification schemes,
the direct environmental life cycle
performance of the selected
building materials and products
appears to be less important for
the final rating than commonly
thought, accounting at most for
about 5% of the total score.

• The building materials and
products may, however, also have a
significant indirect influence on
how the building performs in
energyrelated categories that are
accounted for separately.

Energy as an environmental assessment parameter



Indoor
environmental
quality as an

environmental
assessment
parameter



Materials and
Waste Parameter

• Materials and waste as a
parameter for residential
green buildings is weighted
from 9% to 22% by the various
green building rating systems.
The average value is 14%.



Water as an
environmental

assessment parameter

• Water as a GB parameter is very
important for Armenia. This is
because of the increasing water
demand in Armenia’s cities and
the potential of water shortages
to generate internal or even
regional conflict. Therefore,
opportunities for water
conservation in the building
subsector should be given priority.
A common benchmark for water
use as a GB construction
parameter is 32m³ per bed-space
per year.



Site and
transportation as
environmental
assessment
parameters

• The weight for the site and transportation
green buildings parameter for residential
green buildings ranges from 2% (for the
BCA Green Mark rating scheme) to 27.5%
(for CASBEE). The average value is 12.5%.
This parameter is divided into the following
sub-parameters:

a) Private transportation (e.g., pedestrian,
cycles, cars);

b) Community and private utility resources;
c) Public transportation;
d) Landscape design;
e) Image of city and design;
f) Ecological value of land and biological

habitat; and
g) Site selection.



Construction
management as an
environmental
assessment
parameter

The weighting of Construction Management as a
parameter for residential green buildings ranges
from 2% (LEED) to 38% (DGNB). The average value
is 13%.
• Construction Management as a green building

parameter is divided into the following sub-
parameters:

• Design process (preparation, consultation,
security, stability of value);

• Construction site;
• Commissioning and user guide;
• Monitoring (energy, waste, environment);
• Obligatory participants (certifiers,

independents); and
• Life-cycle costs.



Scoring parameters for different green
buildings rating and certification schemes



Summary and
comparative
advantage of

Green Building
Rating and

Certification
Schemes

Weights Attributed to
Various Parameters in
GB Rating Systems



Next Steps to introducing eco-labelling scheme
in Armenia

• Availability of experience and
success stories in the country
make BREEM and LEEDS
solutions already more
marketable than others.



The questions to ask before the choice of a
direction…
• What are the most types of buildings to be built in Armenia that would be

interested in eco-labeling?
• Where is the most construction happening (including ecosystem specifics,

local environmental issues, challenges)?
• Is there an expected dominant type of occupant (domestic, businesses,

shopping malls, data storage centers)?
• What system already has local assessor, if any? How easily and soon can

this number grow?
• Is there limitation to provide country-specific reference information to any

of the schemes?
• Which scheme is likely to achieve the highest rating for the desired types of

buildings that the local market most demands?



Spectrum of Application

• Presently, BREEAM and LEED assess almost 20 different types of
buildings, including homes and office, retail, and commercial
buildings. The advantage of the existence of several versions within a
specific buildings rating and certification scheme is that it allows
detailed and specific assessments. However, multiple versions of each
scheme can have the disadvantage of reducing the transparency and
comparability of the assessment and certification process.



Qualification of National Experts

• LEED is supported by the World Green Building Council and has a vast library of
resources, regularly updated, which are available for external users. However, most
important limitation may be the qualification and certification of expert professionals.
There are accredited association professionals that are LEED-certified both in Armenia
and Georgia.

• The BREEAM and Green Star, for example, can only organized by “competent persons
scheme” through certified BREEAM experts arriving in a given country, delivering the
training and holding the qualification test in-country. Whereas for LEED in many
countries there is a distance testing possibility of the LEED associate professionals’
testing and accreditation online, after self-learning using the educational materials and
manuals available online for a fee. The latter options is substantially more affordable and
offers access to larger number of experts.

• CASBEE, in turn, does not require accreditation internationally, however, it requires such
an advanced level of technical qualification, particularly due to the heavy content of
structural resilience science, that its board uptake internationally has been limited.



WHO ARE THE PLAYERS?
• Player Action

• Investor/Landlord Builds
• Owner/User Buys
• Tenant Rents/Leases
• Lender Finances
• Local authority Social capital



WHERE DOES
EU STAND
FOR?

The Technical Committee of this EU offices are working
on aligning measurements used for the environmental,
social and economic affects of green building

Check out:
http://www.cen.eu/CEN/Sectors/TechnicalCommittees
Workshops/CENTechnicalCommittees/Pages/WP.aspx?p
aram=481830&title=CEN%2FTC+350



GOVERNMENTS-
WHERE DO THEY
STAND AT GREEN
BUILDING
MOVEMENT?

Governments can also act as facilitators
of green buildings through various
incentives such as taxes, subsidies,
awards, procurement

Green Mortgages – such as the Energy
Efficient Mortgage in the US which is
offered by all mortgage programs
insured by US Federal government.



DEVOLOPERS/BUILDERS

The motivation for
developers/builders is to gain
expertise in a niche but developing
market that may lead to future
contracts – differentiation

The investment in training and
development of staff within
specific skills is expensive with no
guarantee of staff retention



LEED vs. BREEAM

OPTIONS PROs CONs
ADOPT BREEAM Do nothing; download manuals

free. Translate into Armenian?
USE UK weightings; need English-speakers

ADAPT BREEAM (BREEAM-
Armenia)

GREENER system COSTS 30,000 pounds as a one-time fee;
Need technical committee; 5-10 BREEAM

assessors (1500 pounds per person; 25
people per class)

ADOPT LEED Do nothing-Get on technical
committees. FAST -GLOBAL

RECOGNITION; Translate into
Armenian

Everything is American. Consultants need to
help them look at American standards and

agencies; Download manuals for $190; Need
English-speakers

ADOPT DGNB The latest EU regulations 2nd generation-too sophisticated
DEVELOP Armenian SYSTEM You can manage, revise anytime,

income generation for local GBC
Takes time

HAVE EQUAL DISTANCE TO
ALL CERTIFICATION SYSTEMS-
LET THE MARKET take
initiative

MARKET decides what to do… May slow the green building movement



Thank you


